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Thank you for reading the Celebrant Foundation & Institute News Magazine. 
Celebrants are welcome to submit their articles, questions or concerns to Charlotte 
Eulette at charlotteeulette@celebrantinstitute.org. 
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Announcing CF&I’s Grant and Fundraising  

Development Advisor 

Over the last year Celebrant Beth Palubinsky from Philadelphia, Pennsyl-

vania has been whole-heartedly helping our non-profit, Celebrant Foundation 

& Institute with fundraising and grant writing.  We are honored and  happy to 

announce her honorary position and appointment as Grant and Fundraising 

Development Advisor for  the Celebrant Foundation & Institute.  As we go 

forward, we invite our Celebrants to share their insights and  suggestions with us about grants and 

other fundraising opportunities.  Please contact us as soon as possible and let’s grow our Celebrant 

movement together! 

Beth has built and shaped her Celebrant approach and practice on years of service to others 

through her work in human services and public policy.   As an attorney, she contributed time and 

expertise to pro bono criminal and civil cases.  As in-house counsel and senior program officer for 

a progressive national R&D think tank, she designed and managed programs that sought to better 

the lives of marginalized youth and the long-term unemployed.   She was development director for 

Philadelphia non-profits serving the arts, the homeless and those battling life-threatening illness.  

And as a musician, she has performed for years in and around the Philadelphia area.    A 2005 

graduate of the Celebrant Foundation & Institute, she has two certifications, Ceremonies for Fami-

lies & Children and Funerals & Ceremonies for Healing.   She has performed ceremonies through-

out Southeastern PA, South Jersey, Delaware and New York.    She now works full-time as a Cele-

brant, having found her true calling in this work.   She serves on the Board of Directors of Senior 

LAW Center, which improves the lives of low-income, older Pennsylvanians and protects their 

rights through legal representation, education and advocacy. 

In This Issue 

Welcome to the Summer/Fall 2012 Issue of Celebrancy Today! 

In this issue we celebrate accomplishments spanning the tenth and eleventh years of the Celebrant 

Foundation & Institute. From Celebrant gatherings to the 2012 Collective Wisdom Conference and 

Graduation Ceremony, our community shines. 

In Foundation news, we share pictures from this year's Conference and Graduation. We announce 

the appointment of our new Fundraising Development Advisor and thank everyone who contrib-

uted to last year's Social Media Fundraiser. Cindy Reed, our  

Director of Academics, invites us to become Master Celebrants and our Community  

Bulletin Board shows how you can get involved in the Celebrant community. 

We highlight the work of Life-Cycle Celebrants throughout our communities. AC Warden and Tu-

lis McCall write about supporting Marriage Equality in Maryland and New York. Roberta Koepfer 

writes about a unique transition ceremony for a woman leaving prison. 

Finally, this issue gives special focus to our Funeral Celebrants.  Dorry Bless looks in to the heart 

of Funeral Celebrant Service. Kevin O'Brien Shows us there are no ordinary lives, while Ellen 

Deschatres reflects on her mother's funeral and Deb Goldman remembers a funeral with fireworks. 

If this is your first introduction to the world of Life-Cycle Celebrants, we hope it  

inspires you to learn more. If you're a member of our community, we hope this issue inspires you 

to get involved and to share your stories with us. 

Enjoy. 
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I am happy to share highlights from our Certi-

fied Celebrants, rite of passage activists from 

all over the world.  The Celebrant Foundation 

& Institute now has nearly 600 Celebrants in  

Canada, US, Europe and Mexico creating and 

officiating at ceremonies for people from all 

walks of life. May these highlights open your 

mind to see the inter-beingness of everything. 

On October 30, 2011 seven Celebrants from the 

British Columbia chapter gathered in the home 

of Chapter Facilitator Michele Davidson for a 

day of growing and learning.  Grounding 

through telling our stories and sharing our vi-

sions for our practices, the group came together 

in a tremendously meaningful and momentum 

building way.  

With each Celebrant at a differing stage in the 

development of their practice (aka business), 

there was lot of learning! We have begun to 

build a solid foundation for the promotion of 

each other and the service of Celebrancy in our 

respective communities. In attendance:  Michele 

Davidson, Barbara Densmore, Abegael Fisher-

Lang, Nikiah Seeds, Susan Blackwood, Jeanne 

Uwynn, and Selina Ashurst. 

Celebrating Outside 

Jamie Ross, NY Wedding Celebrant tells us 

about her first outdoor wedding. Jamie tells us, 

“It rained, there were dogs running in-between 

our legs, babies laughing and crying, motor 

boats, swimmers and snorkelers sloshing up the 

stairs by the overlook of where the ceremony 

was taking place, stopping to watch- it was just 

the greatest  thing ever!!! “  If you wish to con-

gratulate Jamie or learn more about her, you can 

reach her at: 

www.ceremoniestocelebratelife.com 

 

Minnesota Celebrant Chapter  

Meeting summer 2011, outside of 

Minneapolis. 

Left to right: Genevieve Munoz, Charlotte Eulette, 

Kathy Diedrich, Melissa Mendes and Mary Lour Rice. 

Good peoplehood celebrated!  

THRIVE WITH YOUR TRIBE!!! 

South California Celebrants: Nancy Burnett, Laurie 

Davidson and Lori Jacobs 

Celebrant Highlights  
by Charlotte Eulette,  

International Director  

and a host of savvy Celebrants 

(Continued on page 16.) 

http://www.ceremoniestocelebratelife.com
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With great joy and appreciation we thank all the Life-Cycle Celebrants, their supportive 

families and all that inspires them to do this great work they do.  

Sincerely, 

CF&I Board of Directors: Gaile Sarma, Pat Sarma, Marcia Almeida, Dorry Bless & Charlotte 

Eulette 

CF&I Directors: Cynthia K Reed, Cristina Kollet, Selina Ashurst, and Beth Palubinsky 

CF&I 2012 Faculty: Cristina Kollet, Lamira Martin, Dorry Bless, Jessie Blum-Gabriel, Sandra 

Monahan, Selina Ashurst, Woody Winfree, Elizabeth Phaire, Melisa Mendez, Marta Adubato, and 

Kristine Bentz  

We offer up this poem inspired by the Thanksgiving address of the Haudenosaunee (Iroquois). It is 

an oral tradition used at gatherings of all sorts. 

 

The Words Before All Else 
Greetings and thanks to each other as people 

To the earth, mother of all, greetings and thanks. 

To all the waters, waterfalls and rain, rivers and oceans, greetings and thanks. 

To all the fish life greetings and thanks. 

 To grains and greens, beans and berries, as one we send thanks to foodplants. 

Medicine herbs of the world and their keepers, greetings and thanks. 

To all animals and their teachings, greetings and thanks. 

The trees for shelter and shade and fruits and beauty, greetings and  thanks. 

To all birds large and small, joyful greetings and thanks. 

 And from the four directions, the four winds, thank you for purifying the air we breathe and  

giving us strength, greetings. 

 

 The thunderers, our grandfathers in the sky, we hear your voices, greetings  and thanks. And now 

the sun, for the light of a new day and all the fires of life. 

 Greetings and thanks to our oldest grandmother, the moon, leader of  women all over the world, 

and the stars for their mystery and guidance,  greetings and thanks. 

 To our teachers from all times, reminding us of how to live in harmony,  greetings and thanks. 

And for all the gifts of creation, for all the love around us, greetings and thanks. 

And for that which is forgotten we remember. 

~ fini~ 

THANK YOU! 
That action is best which accomplishes the greatest happiness for the 

greatest numbers. -Francis Hutcheson, philosopher (1694-1746)  

We thank our Celebrant donors for helping 

us with our fall 2011 e- fundraiser! 
We raised $635 to pay for our Celebrant faculty headphones to use when they’re teaching and for 

much needed file cabinets.  Thanks to our celebrant family who made their tax deductable contri-

bution to the Celebrant Foundation for this good cause! 

THANK YOU: Cristina Kollet, Diane Wilkerson, Melissa Mendez, Anita Vaughan, Rani Findlay, Cynthia Reed, 

Jessie Gabriel-Blum,  AC Warden, Deborah Goldman, Marilyn Rampley, Dottie Hirvela, Ellen Deschatres, Marcia 

Almeida, Sacha Jones, Kim Kirkley, Charlotte Eulette and Genevieve Munoz.  
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Southeast Celebrant 

Chapter Makes  

History with  

First-Ever Retreat 
By Cynthia Reed, Director of Academics 

In late August, Celebrants from Georgia and 

North Carolina gathered in the beautiful Blue 

Ridge Mountains outside of Asheville for their 

first-ever retreat – and, in fact, the first Life-

Cycle Celebrant retreat of its kind anywhere for 

CF&I alumni.  In a relaxing and spacious 

mountain home, nine Life-Cycle Celebrants 

split up the cooking and the chores and shared 

of their gifts and talents – and what a bountiful 

sharing it was.  I, Cindy Reed, and Michelle 

Smith of Asheville spearheaded the logistics, 

being close-by.  Brenda Brennecke, a massage 

therapist from Gastonia, NC, brought her mas-

sage chair and filled downtime with soothing 

bodywork.  Sarah Stedman of Atlanta served 

not only as our wise woman, but also pulled 

strings with many of her contacts in the food 

service industry to bring in a menu featuring 

luscious salads, fruits, homemade desserts, big 

country breakfasts and box lunches for the road 

emblazoned with the Celebrant logo. 

We kept the itinerary easy-going, but still dense 

with meaning and connection.  Barbara Brady 

of Asheville opened our circle with movement 

and meditation, calling on her years of experi-

ence teaching yoga.  Gina Alexander from At-

lanta opened our artists within by using a 

guided visualization to spur us in using collage 

to create our own power women tarot cards.  

For several hours, nine women clipped and 

pasted and drew before sharing from the heart 

what these feminine archetypes meant to each 

of us.    

After one of Sarah’s delicious lunches, Woody 

Winfree, of Florida and North Carolina, used 

the great outdoors as a setting for her workshop 

on nature as an inspiration for our Celebrant 

practices, and we discovered earth’s symbolic 

treasures all around us. 

Dinner was supposed to be “on our own” or “on 

the town” but frankly, nobody wanted to break 

the circle we were building.  Plus, there was 

truly tons of food on site.  So after another 

hearty meal, we settled in for front row seats in 

the fireplace room while Eugenia Seward of 

Atlanta gave a master storytelling performance 

we would have been lucky to see in a theater.  

She is a true talent and treasure.  

Though we needed to be on the road before 

noon on Sunday there was still time for more 

wonderful content.  We lingered over coffee, 

sharing and deepening our connection to our 

colleagues on a level that went way beyond the 

professional.  As a real treat, Celebrant-in-

Training Julia Gaunt of Asheville gave a dem-

onstration of the dove releases she performs at 

weddings and funerals around Western North 

Carolina, and we used the special symbolism as 

a way to close our circle together, singing to 

each friend in turn, starting with their name:   

______, we love you 

______, you help us to grow 

There’s a circle of love around you 

There’s a circle of light in your heart. 

The accompanying photos were taken by our offi-

cial photographer, Meredith Sloan of Charlotte, 

sharing her gifts with us. Keep in touch with your 

chapter for news of future retreats,.   

Life-Cycle Celebrants: 

More retreats and other local events are in 

the works! Get involved with your local  

Celebrant Alumni Chapter to learn more. 
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There Are No  

Ordinary Lives Only 

Extraordinary Lives 
By Kevin O’Brien  

His name was Richard Sailer.  

For over 25 years, he worked 

for Goodyear and spent over 

100 hours flying in the Goodyear Blimp.  He 

was the man who did the computer work 

that projected the messages you'd see when-

ever the blimp was out.  He flew in Good-

year blimps all around the world. But he 

also loved to fly and so he got his private 

pilot's license from a local airport. 

It was this particular airport's tradition that 

once you made your first solo flight, they 

would come out and take your shirt and rip 

it.  Then, they'd hang it up in the hangar. 

I suggested that at the funeral service, they 

take one of his shirts and rip it since he was 

flying solo now. 

The family welcomed this idea and so, as 

the service began, a polo shirt that had an 

airplane on it was placed on a small table in 

front of his casket. 

After telling the story about the shirt tradi-

tion, the wife, Rosemary, (in a wheelchair 

specifically designed and engineered by him 

for her) and family came up to the casket 

and ripped the shirt. Scissors were present to 

aid in those who couldn't rip it. 

Everyone ripped or cut a piece of the shirt 

for them to take home with them. 

The part of the shirt that was left was then 

passed around to the rest of the people in 

attendance for them to do the same thing. 

Everyone participated in the shirt tearing 

ritual. 

When we finished at the funeral home, there 

was a committal service at the cemetery. 

Because Rosemary was stricken with arthri-

tis, she and Richard would travel the country 

on a train. They loved the train. 

We ended with a balloon launch to the tune 

of "Up, Up and Away" by the 5th Dimen-

sion. We launched the balloons and watched 

them sail away. But before we left, down the 

railroad track that bordered the cemetery, a 

train came by blowing its horn.  It couldn't 

have been planned better and everyone com-

mented on the train timing. 

Four months later, Mrs. Sailer died. 

Her service was different because SHE was 

different. In honor of their love of trains, I 

began the service with a recording of Tom 

Hanks in Polar Express yelling: "All 

Aboard!" 

The family, of course, wanted to have a bal-

loon launch at the cemetery. 

Everyone there had been to Richard's service 

and so when we launched the balloons, I 

yelled out with joyous voice that the bal-

loons were traveling in the EXACT same 

direction as Richard's balloons. It was as if 

they were trying to catch up to his. 

There was no train this time but I had 

downloaded onto my iPhone the sound of a 

train passing by and that was the way we 

ended the service. 

“We ended with a balloon launch 

to the tune of  
‘Up, Up and Away’ by the 5th  

Dimension.” 

(Photo credit: Cristina Kollet) 
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Most people live in several different “worlds.” As 

Celebrants, we may move among the worlds of 

home, family and friendships; the sacred spaces of 

ritual and ceremony; and other professional interests 

and avocations.   We enjoy the freedom to choose 

our worlds; to feel familiar and safe, and sometimes 

exhilarated, within them; to savor, or learn from, our 

experiences in these disparate realms.  In our sense 

of comfort, we may be completely unaware that mil-

lions of Americans look with longing at our lives in 

the “free world” from within the confines of a 

prison.  Crossing the threshold of the prison world is 

a frightening and devastating experience, the en-

trance into an abyss of danger, fear and often hope-

lessness. Re-crossing the threshold back into the 

“free world” after a few or many years, is a passage 

made with great joy, but also fraught with apprehen-

sion, for re-entry thrusts a man or woman into a 

world which may be greatly changed, and possibly 

devoid of supporting friends or family.  

America, “the land of the free,” incarcerates 1 out of 

every 100 adults, totaling about 2.4 million persons 

serving time. Thus, the United States, with less than 

5% of the world’s population, has 23% of the world's 

prison population and the largest penal system in the 

world. Further, women comprise more than one 

tenth of our prison 

population, while in most countries the proportion of 

female inmates is closer to one in twenty.   

Having corresponded with ten prisoners for over a 

decade, I was well aware of this dismal situation, but 

limited in my ability to do more because of family 

and professional responsibilities. Then, during my 

63rd year, I felt that it was time for a change. I de-

cided to retire from my position as biology professor 

and began reflecting on ways in which I could con-

tinue to grow and to offer a caring and significant 

contribution to the community. One of my goals was 

to volunteer in a prison.  Another blossomed as a 

result of my daughter’s wedding, at which Kim 

Kirkley officiated. Until then, I had been unaware of 

the existence of Celebrants, but after seeing their 

wonderful ceremony and speaking with Kim, I knew 

at once that I had found the new direction for which 

I had been seeking.  I went home that very night and 

applied to the Celebrant Foundation!  Now, I’m 

happy to say that my worlds include one weekly visit 

to a correctional facility for women, one day a week 

with my little granddaughters, and many happy 

hours writing and performing weddings.   

Finding Freedom:  

A Ceremony of Transition 
By Roberta Koepfer 
 

It is by going down into the abyss that we recover the treas-

ures of life. Where you stumble, there lies your treasure. 

Sharing The Sweet Things In Life:  

A Ritual For My Mother 
By Ellen Deschatres 

I officiated at my mother's funeral in Nashville, Tennessee in April of 2010, 

where my Mom, a lover of beautiful things, collector of art, and more than 

anything, lover of chocolate, was laid to rest in an unusual final ritual.  

I co-officiated at the burial with the Rabbi, who generously stood aside for the final act of burial 

which typically consists of each participant putting handfuls of dirt on the coffin (symbolizing a 

final act of covering the person). As my mother loved chocolate kisses, regularly hiding them all 

over the house, I had each participant throw handfuls of chocolate kisses from a gorgeous red bowl 

that she loved into the grave, covering her with "kisses." Not only did this provide a bit of whimsy 

to the service and smooth the edge of sadness at the event, but it allowed the grandchildren to  

participate without the usual trauma. "Throw kisses to Grandma", was the refrain. To this day, I 

remember a painful event with a wistful smile.  

It was as she would have wanted it to be...a chocolate tribute!!!  

(Continued on page 17.) 
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Join the Master Life-Cycle Celebrant® Program! 
By Cynthia K. Reed, Director of Academics 
 

 

The Celebrant Foundation & Institute is thrilled to introduce our new Master Life-

Cycle Celebrant® Program!  Fittingly, we are unveiling this new program, which hon-

ors our experienced Celebrants, just as our tenth anniversary year begins.  This rigor-

ous academic and service program is designed to provide a “Master” designation to those of you at 

the forefront of our Celebrant movement who are committed to being continuing leaders and men-

tors in our community.   

 

The program is open to those who have at least five years of Celebrant practice experience and 

who are certified in each of the three specialty courses we offer – Weddings, Funerals, and Cere-

monies for Families & Children.  This challenging one-year academic program requires candidates 

to complete a number of projects, a refresher minicourse, and a portfolio of their work in order to 

receive their Master’s certificate: 

 

 Ethics for the Life-Cycle Celebrant® refresher course 

 Service Project to the Celebrant Foundation & Institute community 

 Master’s Research Project 

Portfolio Submission of Ceremony and Celebrant Practice materials 

 

Why become a Master Life-Cycle® Celebrant?  
 

The Master Life-Cycle® Celebrant certificate program recognizes experienced Celebrants who are 

dedicated to their craft and their community, and to providing outreach on the importance of cere-

mony and ritual.  It is designed for those Celebrants who seek to become leaders and mentors 

within our Celebrant movement.  Our Master Celebrants will: 

 

 Achieve and be recognized for a level of excellence within the Life-Cycle Celebrancy 

profession 

 Hone their skills to better serve their clients and their 

communities 

 Live their celebrant practice out loud and large and 

model for other celebrants what it means to 

 totally embrace life-cycle celebrancy 

 Support and nurture the growth of the Celebrant Founda-

tion & Institute 

 Deepen their celebrant experience and commitment 

 Be leaders within the Celebrant organization 

 Help build and strengthen our Life-Cycle Celebrant® 

community 

 We are excited at this new opportunity to recognize ex-

cellence in Celebrancy. 

 

 
2012 Master Celebrants  

Elizabeth Phaire and Cristina Kollet  
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Collective Wisdom 2012 
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Graduation 2012 
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New York FINALLY 

Passed Marriage  

Equality! 

By Tulis McCall 

The couples who will cross our paths may al-

ready be married in the truest sense. We have no 

idea how many people are out there who have 

made marriages without the approval of the gov-

ernment. I remember two teachers in my gram-

mar school, Miss Beatty and Miss Dexter. They 

lived together in the top apartment of a small 

house at the bottom of the hill right by the 

school. Seeing them leave the grounds together 

for the short walk to their home was at once ten-

der and odd. We knew they were devoted to one 

another, but we had no context. At the time they 

were well into their 50's. How did they manage 

to survive in our little town? 

I think of them now and hope that a couple like 

that will find their way to my door. These are 

people who deserve honor and recognition for 

being brave enough to trust their love for one 

another in the face of unkind, unjust and unin-

formed public opinion whose roots are centuries 

old. These are the people who are made of 

"sterner stuff" indeed. 

Supporting Marriage Equality 

Lobbying for  

Marriage Equality in 

Maryland 
By A.C. Warden 
 

This year, for the second year in a row the 

Maryland Legislature considered a bill to legal-

ize same-sex marriage in the state.   Early on 

there was a lot of support for the bill from many 

organizations including the SEIU.  Also it was 

sponsored by Maryland’s governor, Martin 

O’Malley.  But all of this didn’t assure its pas-

sage. Our legislators only meet between January 

11 and April 9 this year so we had to work fast 

to assure passage of the bills in the MD House 

of Delegates and the Senate.   I have been in-

volved with  the organization Equality Maryland 

and saw that  to help the process they were 

sponsoring a clergy lobby day.   It was co-

sponsored by several organizations including 

Marylanders for Marriage Equality; and the  

Human Rights Campaign.   

Bright and early on the morning of January 31, 

2012 I traveled to Annapolis to add my voice.   

I had no idea what to expect.   I arrived at the 

Maryland Inn and the room was filled to over-

flowing with men and women from many reli-

gious organizations and communities through-

out Maryland.  There were Baptists, Catholics, 

Methodists, Episcopalians, Jews, Muslims, and 

of course Unitarians among many others.   Eve-

ryone was very upbeat as we began our prayer 

breakfast. 

Several clergy members testified in support of 

same-sex marriage including three African 

American Baptists.   This was especially signifi-

cant because it was leaders from that community 

who de-railed the bill last year.  We were also 

addressed by a nun who called herself an 

“American” Catholic (as opposed to a Roman 

Catholic).   She pointed out that it wasn’t until 

the 12th century that marriage became a sacra-

ment in the church.  Up until that point marriage 

was strictly a civil arrangement.  

A couple walks to City Hall on the first day of Marriage 

Equality in New York City. (Photo credit: Cristina Kollet) 
(Continued on page 15.) 

(Continued on page 18.) 
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What inspires us to do this work?  Why are we 

called to serve?  What is the ROOT of our ser-

vice? For each of us, it is different. 

One of the world’s greatest writers, Leo Tolstoy 

says, “The sole meaning of life is to serve human-

ity.” Nobel Prize winner Albert Schweitzer says it 

this way, “I don't know what your destiny will be, 

but one thing I know: the only ones among you 

who will be really happy are those who will have 

sought and found how to serve.” And contempo-

rary author, Marianne Williamson says, “Nothing 

liberates our greatness like the desire to help, the 

desire to serve.” 

For me, it goes back to my childhood. As a young 

girl, I grew up hearing my grandmother declare, 

“I do not want anyone delivering my eulogy who 

doesn’t know the first thing about me. This left a 

big impression on me. When I was 32, my dear 

grandmother passed away. I knew instinctively 

that she would want me to write and give her 

eulogy. And I did. I sat next to my father in the 

car as we drove to the cemetery to bury my 

grandmother after the service. At that moment, 

my father asked me to promise him that I would 

write and deliver the eulogy at his funeral too. I 

quickly replied, “Oh Dad, you’re not going any-

where.” But time changes all things. Six years 

later, while pregnant with my 

daughter, I delivered my father’s 

eulogy honoring his request.  

My grandmother,  Esther 

Schaeffer and my father, Bertram O. Bless, unbe-

knownst to them, led me to this work. My grand-

mother instilled in me a curiosity about the im-

portance of paying authentic tribute to the life 

lived and my father acknowledged its worth along 

with giving me a terrific last name—Bless—

which was pointing me to this direction all along. 

Thank you Dad. Thank you Nan. 

So how did I get from there to here? For trees the 

root system is the key to their survival. It’s 

through the roots that the tree gathers oxygen, 

water and nutrients for survival. Humans need air, 

H2O and food, but when that is met—we also 

need to find that one thing Jack Palance’s charac-

ter, Curly Washburn, tells Billy Crystal’s charac-

ter, Mitch Robbins, about in the movie City Slick-

ers before he rides off into the sunset. However, 

he never reveals what that one thing is. 

The Root of the Root : 
An Inquiry into the Heart of Funeral Celebrant Service 

By Dorry Bless 

Deb Goldman Remembers a Funeral with Fireworks 

“Still so full from the Celebration of Life held for my friend, Bob on Sunday. Guests 

were greeted by a roaring 7 foot bonfire as they arrived at his home. They entered the 

kitchen to the smells of Bob's award winning chili and pulled pork. Food and wine were 

enjoyed by all before we sat down in the living room for the ceremony that his wife, 

Evie and I co-created. 

The room was adorned with a lifetime of photos, a few pieces from his rare Italian Glass Collection, 

gorgeous flowers, which he loved, and other treasures of Bob's. We began with a Red Wine toast and 

Life Address. Moving tributes were shared by family and a stunning letter by his high school friend 

were followed by a mostly hilarious Memory Circle— including an Ode to Bob written by a friend 

which he had all of us belt out to the tune of the Air Force Song. His 6 year old grandson read the 

sweetest letter he had written to his Nanny after Papa Bob died, and his 4 year old granddaughter said a 

few words as well. We had a moment of contemplation while listening to his favorite Jazz song, 

Nuages (phenomenal) and a wonderful reading by John O'Donohue (On the Death of the Beloved.) 

Then the grandchildren handed out sparklers for the finale. 

The most phenomenal element of all was the fireworks display at the end...which included Bob's ashes. 

It was absolutely profound!!!! In bursts of color and light, Bob was returned to the earth and sky to 

shouts of joy and cheers from his loved ones. 

All guests left with a lovingly crafted cookbook full of Bob's favorite recipes as a gift from Evie.”  
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While we expected to be addressed by the 

Speaker of the House of Delegates,  

Michael Busch, we were happily surprised 

when our Governor, Martin O’Malley  

arrived.  He introduced the current legisla-

tion and has worked hard to make it explicitly 

protect religious freedom while strongly protect-

ing the rights of ALL couples to marry.   He 

says, “One does not have to be an advocate for 

same-sex marriage in order to support equal 

rights under the law.” 

After the speeches and the photo ops, we were 

assigned delegates and senators to lobby.  Since 

my state legislators are all actively supporting 

the bill, I was assigned a delegate who is on the 

fence – John Bohanan from St. Mary’s County.  

I was joined by Cantor Ann Sachs from the  

Baltimore Hebrew Congregation.  We were 

briefed on some of the finer legal points by a 

lawyer from the ACLU.  Then we made our way 

to the State House three blocks away. 

On the way, Ann and I discussed strategy.  Nei-

ther of us had lobbied before so we didn’t have a 

formula.  We decided to begin with a question, 

“What are your concerns about this bill?”  That 

way we wouldn’t be making useless arguments.   

Ann noted that he served on an education com-

mittee and was active with children’s issues so 

protecting the rights of children (which the bill 

does) might appeal to him.   

We arrived at Bohanan’s office and were in-

formed that he was in a meeting but his Legisla-

tive Aide (LA) was able to meet with us.  I 

know from living in DC all these years that the 

LA is one of the primary advisors to a legislator 

so while disappointed I was not disheartened.  

She pointed out that he was unclear how this 

legislation differs from civil union legislation.  

Neither Ann nor I had chapter and verse for this 

but we could generally state that civil unions do 

not protect couples in the same ways that mar-

riage does – especially in cases of protecting 

inheritance, property, and children.  Also, civil 

unions end at the state line and are not recog-

nized by other states, countries, or the federal 

government.  We said we would get more infor-

mation on the specifics in this bill to him.   We 

made arguments about protecting children and 

looked at the history of St. Mary’s 

County.  It was founded as a haven 

for religious freedom in the New 

World. 

After a fierce debate, the legislation 

passed in the House of Delegates on 

Feb 17 and then the Senate on  

February 23.  Margins were VERY 

tight.  Governor signed the bill into law on 

March 1, 2012, but that doesn’t guarantee that it 

will go into effect.  It is not scheduled to be ef-

fective until 2013 and in the meantime oppo-

nents are gathering signatures to put it on the 

ballot in November for a state-wide referendum.  

No such referendum has ever passed in the US 

but this COULD be a first since Maryland is a 

progressive (blue) state.  I will continue to fight 

for marriage equality in my state until it is the 

law.  

Looks like Illinois is next!  If you are interested 

in how you can work for Marriage Equality in 

your state contact the Human Rights Campaign 

(Hrc.org) to see which organizations are active 

in your state.  

As a recent editorial in the Washington Post 

said: 

The protection of constitutional and civil rights 

need not be a zero sum game. The governor’s 

legislation respects this principle and should 

serve as the foundation for a civil and produc-

tive way forward. 

Washington Post Editorial January 28, 2012. 

(Lobbying for Marriage Equality in  

Maryland...cont from page 13.) 

Life-Cycle Celebrants of all specialties 

are proud supporters of Marriage Equal-

ity. Let your community know you offer  

ceremonies to all couples, families, and 

individuals.  

Want to get involved?  Join our LGBT 

Ceremony Outreach Committee. 

(See page 12 for information.) 
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New York City Get Together 

Some of our dazzling New York Metro Area 

Celebrants gathered together to talk shop o 

Sunday 10/2/201  

Photo Left to right:  

Mary Burton, Bettina Yiannakourou-Greenfield, 
Jean Ando, Marion Seymour, Jane Hughes-Gignoux, 

Jessica Bisceglio, Julie Laudicina, Adam Philips is tak-

ing the photo.  

California Celebrant Bill Cummings, his wife and 

little baby give you their smiles!   

 

CELEBRANT FOUNDATION 

& INSTITUTE IN THE NEWS: 

The prestigious Miller-McCune Magazine 

interviewed Celebrants Dorry Bless and 

Linda Berger about Funeral Ceremonies. 

CF&I was interviewed for an article in the 

Wall Street Journal about “fun” funerals and 

personalized ceremonies. 

The Akron Ohio Beacon Newspaper inter-

viewed our Celebrant, Kevin O’Brien for an 

article titled, Celebrants Make Funerals More 

Personal.  

 

After the article was published it was repub-

lished in several states and in Canada and it led 

to a radio program interview for Kevin.   

The Los Angeles Times interviewed Celebrant 

Tulis McCall for their article Gay Weddings 

Are Her Niche.   

CF& I was included in the January 2012,  

Chicago Tribune article titled, Your Life, 

Your Funeral. 

These and many more articles can be read on 

the Celebrant Foundation Website in the Press 

Section at: http://celebrantinstitute.org/?

p=presscoverage 

 

What’s Your Recommended  

Celebrant Book List? 
 

Here are a few new books that Oregon Cele-

brant, Melissa Coe has added to her personal  

Celebrant library...check them out! 

 The Green Bride Guide by Kate L Harri-

son (thanks for this, Holly J.!!!) 

 To Bless the Space Between Us: A Book 

of Blessings by John O'Donohue 

 A Book of Luminous Things: An Interna-

tional Anthology of Poetry, edited by Czeslaw 

Milosz 

 Fingerprints of God: The Search for the 

Science of Spirituality by Barbara Bradley 

Hagerty 

 Good Poems edited by Garrison Keillor 

 And an INCREDIBLE CD to facilitate 

writing ceremonies: Beyond with Tina Turner, 

Dechen Shak-Dagsay & Regula Curti...breath 

taking!!!  

Send your suggestions to 

charlotte@celebrantinstitute.org and we’ll 

gather our Celebrants’ recommended reading 

lists together and share it with everyone in our 

2012 Celebrant Summer Reading List ! 

Share your stories with us!  
Post them to the Facebook Group or sent 

them to Charlotte to share with the tribe!  

You can email Charlotte at:  
charlotteeulette@celebrantinstitute.org. 

(Continued on page 18.) 

(Celebrant Highlights ...cont. from page 3.) 

http://celebrantinstitute.org/?p=presscoverage
http://celebrantinstitute.org/?p=presscoverage
mailto:charlotte@celebrantinstitute.org
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It can be difficult and challenging to think 

about, or to enter, any part of our penal system, 

but it can also be a source of great joy and satis-

faction. Every Monday, I drive through increas-

ingly beautiful scenery on my way to the prison, 

eventually passing through a lovely old town, 

with quiet, tree lined streets and large old 

houses. Soon, that tranquil world disappears 

from view and is replaced by a barbed wire en-

closure.  After hearing the clang of six iron gates 

closing tight behind me, and identifying myself 

at four security stations, I’m ready to greet and 

meet with the women in the Medical Unit – a 

small, extremely restricted island within the  

larger world of the prison. These women suffer 

from HIV/AIDS, diabetes, stroke, other chroni-

cally debilitating disorders, and illnesses of old 

age.  Many will be incarcerated for the remain-

der of their days. They do not leave the unit ex-

cept for hospital visits, and the only available 

fresh air is on a small barred balcony.  Since this 

is a relatively small group of women – rarely 

more than twenty – they are constantly thrown 

on each other’s company, and lack the opportu-

nity for forming friendships and support groups 

from amongst the larger diversity of women in 

the General Population.   

In 2009, we were most fortunate when Ann, an 

Anglican Deacon, joined the volunteer staff and 

became a well-loved companion for the ladies 

and me. We spend time with the women as a 

group during their lunch hour and then visit with 

them individually in their rooms. The personal 

visits are tailored to each woman’s particular 

needs and temperament and include such activi-

ties as reading the psalms, praying, conversing 

about poems or books, and discussing post-

prison transitional and career plans. Family, 

children and grandchildren, however, are among 

their favorite topics of conversation. The most 

important need for all of the women is simply 

someone who will listen deeply, lovingly, and 

without judgment, to their stories and concerns.  

We also initiated a weekly film program focus-

ing mainly on women in difficult circumstances 

and how they dealt with their situations.  An 

open discussion follows the film, and these dis-

cussions have proved very helpful in enabling 

the women to talk about their own life experi-

ences and offer support to one another.  The 

films include American Violet, Memoirs of a 

Geisha, Norma Rae, Not Without My Daughter, 

Water, Precious, Beyond Rangoon, Joan of Arc, 

Erin Brockovich, and Norma Rae. 

Sometimes an inmate forges a path through the 

abyss of prison and travels a hero’s journey, 

emerging empowered with new found strengths 

and inner resources. In September 2011, Ann 

and I had the pleasure of performing a transition 

ceremony for Sofia, who is traveling that jour-

ney.  Sofia was incarcerated when she was 26 

years old. Now, 42, she has managed to survive 

the harsh conditions of prison life with her san-

ity, spirit, and sense of humor intact, despite be-

ing wheelchair-bound and HIV positive.   

I had promised Sofia that I would write a transi-

tion ceremony if she were ever released, and 

when the parole board’s decision came down, 

we went to work quickly and composed the 

ceremony. All of the women in the unit at-

tended, and participated by writing personal 

notes to Sofia. The gathering and well wishes 

warmed her heart and strengthened her resolve; 

eased the tension of leaving to enter a wished 

for, but challenging, new world; and brought 

closure to past irritations and disagreements, the 

inevitable consequences of tight living in very 

difficult circumstances.   

I am grateful to our supervisor, a Catholic nun 

of beautiful spirit and compassion, for allowing 

us to have the event; to Ann for her constant 

presence and companionship; to our splendid 

Celebrant Foundation faculty who teach us so 

well; to my fellow celebrants on the Yahoo Chat 

Group for all of their wise and wonderful advice 

while I was composing the ceremony; and most 

of all, to the Bedford Ladies, who take us into 

their hearts and share their troubles, hopes and 

dreams with us. 

The script of the ceremony can be found in 

the Celebrant Library. 

Our task must be to free ourselves by 

widening our circle of compassion to em-

brace all living creatures and the whole 

of nature and its beauty.  

~Albert Einstein  

(Finding Freedom…cont. from page 7.) 
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As well, there will be people 

who have ridden on the shoul-

ders of the Miss Dexters and the 

Miss Beattys of this world, and 

will reap the rewards earned by 

their ancestors. 

What a riot of color and character this coali-

tion is. 

There will also be many couples who choose 

not to get married, because they finally have a 

choice, and I say a big YES to them as well. 

When The Massachusetts Supreme Court 

ruled in favor or Marriage equality in 2003, 

Supreme Court Chief Justice Margaret H. 

Marshall wrote: 

Marriage is a vital social institution. The  

exclusive commitment of two individuals to 

each other nurtures love and mutual support; 

it brings stability to our society. Marriage is 

at once a deeply personal commitment to  

another human being and a highly public 

celebration of the ideals of mutuality, com-

panionship, intimacy, fidelity, and family.... It 

is an association that promotes a way of life, 

not causes; a harmony in living, not political 

faiths; a bilateral loyalty, not commercial or 

social projects.  Because it fulfills yearnings 

for security, safe haven, and connection that 

express our common humanity, marriage is an 

esteemed institution, and the decision whether 

and whom to marry is among life's momentous 

acts of self-definition.  

From "Goodridge vs. Department of Health" 

 

 

 

Love is force... . It is not a result; it is a 

cause. It is not a product; it produces. It is a 

power, like money, or steam or electricity. It 

is valueless unless you can give something 

else by means of it. 

Anne Morrow Lindberg 

(New York Finally Passed Marriage Equality... 

cont. from page 13.) 

Oregon Celebrant, Melissa Coe, talks 

about her post ceremony prized gift!  

“Above is the picture of what I was given (including the 
traditional check) for my participation in yesterday's 
ceremony Lakota Sioux Ceremony.  Note the Pendleton 
saddle blanket...wow!I do LOVE being a Celebrant!!!” 

Celebrants Getting Published 

NJ Celebrant Katie Hawn recently wrote to us 

about her new book.  

She says, “All of you have been great friends and 

supporters over the years and I want to thank you 

all for your love and wisdom.  Hopefully what I 

have gathered together in this book entitled 

“Magic Nights, A Treasure Map and Travel 

Guide to the Ocean of Power and Possibility in 

Your Sleeping Mind”, will be fun, useful and 

empowering for many.  

If you like the idea or the book, please feels free 

to pass it along, with my gratitude.”  

Find Katie’s book at: 

www.katiehawn.com 

(Celebrant Highlights ...cont. from page 16.) 

http://www.katiehawn.com
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NJ Celebrant Gerry Fierst’s book "The Heart 

of the Wedding" has been receiving high praise 

and excellent reviews in the USA and in Austra-

lia.  The Heart of the Wedding has not only been 

praised as a "must read" for anyone planning a 

wedding ceremony, but also as a "must buy", 

filled with stories, examples, readings, and rea-

sonings that will make you laugh and cry and 

celebrate. You can contact Gerry at:  

gerald@geraldfierst.com 

2011 Oregon Chapter  

Graduation & Gathering  
Left to Right: Jessica Stern, Holly Pruett, Laura Creek, 

Melissa Coe, Susie Cunningham, Shae Uisna & Alethea 

Devi at the May 2011 Oregon Celebrant Graduation & 

Gathering.  

Here’s a letter from Shae in the red blouse 

summing it up… 

“THANK YOU to Melissa, our vivacious Pookie 

Queen, for once again welcoming us into her 

beautiful home - it was truly a wonderful (and 

delicious!) soul-satisfying afternoon! 

And SUCH a pleasure to meet all of you - Holly, 

Jessica, Laura and Susie! And to see Alethea 

again.... The blessing with the River Waters was 

truly inspired and inspiring - John remarked on 

it as well - how powerful it was to have you look 

each of us in the eye and say the exact same 

thing to each of us... a timeless moment.... Thank 

you! Wishing you all the best - until we meet 

again! 

Bright Blessings, 

Shae” 

The Big Trend 

Celebrants getting together--- 

You are so right, it’s happening! Celebrant 

Chapters from around the world are gathering 

together in their region to learn from one an-

other, share personal stories, tips, resources and 

are finding ways to work and advertise together. 

This is an important development; it shows that 

beyond the education the Celebrant Foundation 

& Institute offers, Celebrants are getting to-

gether with their colleges to create lasting bonds 

and reach out into their communities as a group.  

 

Stories Needed for the  

Celebrant Blog 

Have you performed an interesting 

ceremony? Written a cool new  

ritual? Have some tips or ideas to 

offer to clients?  

Want to share your experience as a 

Life-Cycle Celebrant?  

The Celebrant Foundation & 

Institute now has a blog, and 

we want you to send us your posts!  

Please contact Jessie at 

jessie@eclectic-unions.com (or via 

Facebook message!) with any  

questions or ideas!  

mailto:gerald@geraldfierst.com
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Nikiah Seeds,  

Vancouver, BC Canada Celebrant  

In 2011 the Celebran

t Foundation & Institute along with Spirituality & 

Health Magazine came together to have Cele-

brants write articles for the Spirituality & Health e

-Newsletter/Blog Celebrant column about cere-

mony and ritual and important events in the year.  

It was a great success. We’ll be taking these arti-

cles and re-publishing them in a Celebrant e-Book 

titled, “52 Weeks of Ceremony by Life-Cycle 

Celebrants.” We’ll keep you posted when it’s 

published.  

One of the Celebrant writers for this project in-

cluded Canadian Celebrant, Nikiah Seeds who for 

the past 10 years, has been working in the realm 

of woman’s spirituality and life transitions.  

Nikiah is a certified Life-Cycle Celebrant®, cere-

monialist, writer, priestess, and jewelry artist of-

fering workshops, officiating weddings, and 

working on her shamanic creations in service to 

the divine feminine. Nikiah is also the mother of 

two wonderful children. She and her husband live 

on the west coast of Canada.  

Visit her website at redmoondesigns.ca and her 

blog at redmoonmusings.com. 

For more Celebrant happenings, 

join your Celebrant colleagues 

on Facebook and the Yahoo 

Group—and coming soon, the 

Celebrant Blog! 

Life-Cycle Celebrant®  Code of Ethics 

To support the goals and the mission of CF&I 

and the Association by setting and maintaining a 

professional standard of service to the public that 

will bring credit and recognition to CF&I, the 

Association, and its individual members. 

To serve each client with respect, sensitivity, and 

professionalism, and to provide all services in a 

timely manner.  

To offer every client a personalized ceremony 

that includes their story as revealed to the  

Celebrant through interview and questionnaires. 

To ensure that clients have complete choice of 

and final say over their ceremonies, and that the 

Celebrant’s personal beliefs are immaterial to 

this process. To encourage clients in choosing 

and/or approving a ceremony that is satisfying to 

them.  

To respectfully provide a ceremony that is as 

accurate as possible in all respects, including the 

pronunciation of the names of people, places, 

and things.  

To meet the client for a no-obligation interview 

to discuss services prior to engagement.  

To provide unlimited consultation to clients 

while creating their ceremony.  

To conduct a rehearsal where necessary to the 

ceremony.  

To perform the ceremony in a professional,  

prepared, and appropriate manner.  

To gift the client/honoree a keepsake copy of 

their ceremony. 

To provide a service that recognizes the unique 

personalities of the client, being sensitive to their 

needs, wishes, values, philosophical and spiritual 

beliefs, and cultural backgrounds. 

Not to discriminate on the basis of gender, race, 

religion, ethnicity, national origin, age, disability, 

or sexual orientation. 

To comply and keep current with all laws regard-

ing the performance of marriage in every coun-

try, state, province, or municipality in which the 

Celebrant practices, including obtaining the nec-

essary legal authority to solemnize marriages and 

appropriately filing client marriage documenta-

tion as required by law. 

http://www.redmoondesigns.ca/
http://redmoonmusings.com/
http://www.spiritualityhealth.com/blog/wp-content/uploads/2011/11/nikiah-seeds-Celebrant-Photo-1-1.jpg
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Join Us! 

Learn more: 
Visit www.http://celebrantinstitute.org 

Email: information@celebrantinstitute.org  

Call us at 973-746-1792 

Facebook: www.facebook.com/CelebrantInst 

Twitter: @CelebrantInst 

http://celebrantinstitute.org/

